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Introduction
In the fall of 20 14, I began student teaching at Wallace School of Integrated Arts in
Kokomo, Indiana. Under the guidance of my cooperating teacher, Lashaya Williams, and our co-
teacher, Abigail McClure, I was given the chance to educate fifth grade students and further
develop my personal understanding of authentic arts integration (AAI), which is defined by the
Kennedy Center as follows: "Arts Integration is an approach to teaching in which students
construct and demonstrate understanding through an art form. Students engage in a creative
process which connects an art form and another subject area and meets evolving objectives in
both." The thesis topic I have selected was born from my desire to connect my experiences in the
teaching profession with my background in theatre arts. Itwas my hope that, in using my past
theatrical experiences as a source of inspiration, my instruction would ultimately support both
my students' education as well as the nature of AAI.
In today's elementary schools, it is not uncommon for teaching artists or traveling acting
troupes to visit a school and perform for the students. During these shows, the typical
expectation for the children is to simply observe as the actors do all of the work. While there are
many aspects to be admired about the quick "show-and-go" mentality of these programs= such
as the exposure to live artistic works and connection to real-world professionals--, I could not
help but ponder the numerous possibilities one could encounter by going beyond the normal
"audience see, actor do" mentality and allow for audience-actor interaction. Or, taking it a step
further, what could be the result of students and professional actors collaborating together to
create and perform a content-based theatrical piece?
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Pulling from my personal experiences in theatre, I decided to investigate these inquiries
in the fall of my student teaching by establishing a partnership between my fifth grade students
and the actors of the Butler University Theatre Department. Itwas my belief that these two
entities could learn a great deal from one another, and I felt as though valuable research could be
obtained from their collaboration as they created a work of theatre based on academic content
and enriched with professional theatre practices. Thus, I propose the following thesis question:
What is the process and impact of having professional actors andfifth graders create and
perform a content-rich theatrical piece?
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Literature Review
While the notion of bringing the arts into schools has existed for a long time, the concept
of authentic arts integration (AAI) is a relatively new field. That being said, little research
currently exists on how the process of AAI can impact learning. However, the small amount of
research on arts integration that is currently in circulation is powerful, particularly in the way that
it defends its overall importance.
As educators, we must teach to the whole child. As was written by Loris Malaguzzi in
Your Image of the Child: Where Teaching Begins:
"We can never think of the child in the abstract. When we think about a child, when we
pull out a child to look at, that child is already tightly connected and linked to a certain
reality of the world-- she has relationships and experiences. We cannot separate this child
from a particular reality. She brings these experiences, feelings, and relationships into
school with her (Malaguzzi, 1993)."
In order to truly support a child's learning, he/she must be free to build authentic connections to
the world in which we live. For this to occur, children must have experiences that are meaningful
and engaging. In Eric Booth's The Every Day Work of Art, art-- which he defines as a verb
meaning "to put things together"-- is presented as a profound tool for not only constructing
meaning, but finding the extraordinary in life's ordinary moments. In looking at the notion of art
through this lens, the possibilities for experiential learning takes on a world of possibilities for
students.
"At the birth of the word art, it was a verb that meant "to put things together." It was not a
product but a process. Ifwe can reclaim that view of art-- as a way of looking at and
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doing things, as a series of experiences and experiments= all of us gain a fresh grasp on
the proven, practical ways to construct the quality of our lives (Booth 5)."
In an unfortunate number of schools across the country, the overall approach to teaching
tends to be driven by "constant drill and practice of basic skills (Isenberg and Jalongo, V),"
which leaves little room for creativity or innovative problem-solving. That being said, it is vital
to recognize that, in utilizing an integrated arts approach to education, learning takes on a more
natural form. It taps into a student's authentic ability to inquire and imagine, just as children do
on their own from the time they are very little. As is expressed in Education in the Arts: Teaching
and Learning in the Contemporary Curriculum:
"Let's consider how young children learn: they learn through the senses and with their
brains, bodies, and emotions all working together. They learn by exploring and testing,
trial and error, by taking risks --learning by getting it wrong first, so they can get it right
next time. They learn from everybody around, including peers and playmates, the people
they see and meet, their surroundings, discovering the external world together; through
the worlds of social relationships and personal feeling and expression (O'Toole 5)."
Children are individuals with unique perspectives and voices; if they are to fully engage
their creative minds, they must be free to express them. However, often times in education,
student expression and involvement are restricted as a result of pressure stemming from
perceived personal ability. In utilizing an arts integration methodology, educators naturally lend
their instruction towards differentiation and active participation= two critical factors that can
have an immense impact on a child's learning. In Accessible Arts Integration-: Teaching as an
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Act ofArt, Dr. Arthur Hochman and Tim Hubbard highlight this truth with the following
statement:
"Because the arts are inherently interpretive, they allow for more inclusive participation.
When students engage in content that depends on scientific knowledge or ability then
some will inherently be limited in their involvement, or modification must occur. Ifwe
are asked to write a paper on a book we have read, some of us will be able to do it, some
of us may still be in process of learning how, and some of us will need modifications in
time, length, language, or other specific support. On the other hand, if we are asked to use
a theatre scene study to retell a story, we can all participate according to our own
readiness; self-modification is already built in. If English is not our first language, as
another example, we can use the universal language of pantomime. In this way the arts
transcend individual abilities and are inherently differentiated (Hochman and Hubbard,
8)."
Although there is not a substantial amount of research currently available regarding the
impact of arts integration on student learning, it is clear that this educational movement is rapidly
growing. It is my sincere hope that, as more studies are conducted on this topic, current and
future evidence supporting its practice will become stronger and more abundant. By its very
nature, arts integration not only compliments a child's natural tendencies towards experiential
learning, but also allows for students to be celebrated for their individual strengths and personal
expressions. With this thesis, I wish to add to the existing amount of literature available in the
realm of arts integration, and further prove its value as an approach to authentic learning.
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Methodology
Exploring the Paradigm of Artists and Educators
Understanding Contextual Factors: My Environment and My Students
Wallace School of Integrated Art is an elementary school unlike most in existence. As an
integrated arts school, the learning environment that exists within this community is highly
creative and interactive. The arts are infused into all academic disciplines, and students at
Wallace are given the opportunity to study violin, piano, art, and movement along with their core
subjects. Following the AAI approach to education, students in every grade level (K-5) construct
and demonstrate understanding through the arts, thus fulfilling the AAI approach to learning.
Coming into this context, I met my students with the understanding that all but seven of them
had spent at least two years of their elementary careers in this extraordinary environment. Thus,
it was my job to familiarize myself with the artistic training they had acquired from their
educational experiences and opportunities at Wallace, and to fill in any gaps within the first two
months that would be needed in order to successfully create and perform a theatrical work. I
quickly learned that basic theatrical terms-- such as actor; director; producer; stage managel; role,
cast, scene, set, stage directions, play, line, improvisation, mine, leveling, and movement= were
already staples in their vocabulary, and the acts of creating something original, holding a script,
and presenting an artistic work were common occurrences to them. Because of this, when the
time came to begin introducing my theatre activities to the students, I did not need to establish
any new procedures, nor introduce basic theatrical language to them.
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Another noteworthy environmental factor of this school is its unique connection with
Butler University. All but one of the teachers currently on staff are graduates of Butler's College
of Education (CO E), and as a result of the relationship that exists between Dr. Arthur Hochman
(a professor in the COE) and Charlie Hinkle (the principle of Wallace), some of Butler's COE
students have been given the opportunity to visit and observe daily life in this rare leaming
community. That being said, collaborating with Butler University is not uncommon at Wallace,
and my students were quite unshaken by the idea of having a "Butler teacher" such as myself
working in the classroom with them-- an attitude that was greatly beneficial when it came time to
collaborate with professionals.
Taking these environmental factors into account, it is pivotal to mention that the students
I worked with over the course of the semester were, in many ways, unique contextual factors
themselves as the driving forces of my design for instruction and implementation. The inclusive
classroom I was placed in consisted of twenty-seven fifth graders with three holding
Individualized Education Plans. My students' age range was 10-12 years old, and the ethnic
make-up of my classroom was predominantly Caucasian with four being African American and
two being Hispanic. I began my joumey of student teaching on August 1st, 2014, with a
relatively simple, yet deceivingly complex goal: become acquainted with my students. While
many may view this as a common task for teachers, there is a stifling difference between merely
leaming the "facts" of one's students =such as their names, ages, and favorite things->, and
building a sincere relationship with them. The first can be done in a matter of days; the second,
however, can take weeks, or even months, to achieve. Throughout my first month of student
teaching, my goal was to establish a genuine connection with my students; one that resulted from
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a true relationship. In order to do this, I sought out to decipher who my students were as
individuals-- their personalities, their strengths, their challenges, their goals, their talents, their
hopes, and their dreams-- to the best of my abilities. Additionally, I showed them all of the parts
of myself that I could, exposing every aspect of who I was so that they, too, could feel a deep
connection with me.
Crafting a holistic image of my children and genuine relationships with them not only
helped me to understand who they were as people; it also helped me to discover who they each
were as artists. In the world of theatre, each actor carries with him the experiences, emotions,
thoughts, hopes, and believes of his life into his art. In order to create, rehearse, and perform a
show, actors must establish a relationship with one another and truly invest themselves in
learning all they can about their fellow cast members. Thus, in order to facilitate an experience
that equally fostered both academic and artistic merit, it was necessary for me to truly connect
with my students and establish a relationship.
This process of fostering a relationship with my students took place in countless forms
each day, and to capture each and every conversation, activity, and interaction in this thesis
would be an impossible feat. On a basic level, I began by initiating a brief conversation with
each of my students at least once each day based on the Student Interest Surveys that each child
filled out on the first day of school. Every student received a "Good morning!" as well as a
casual "How is your day going so far?" at least once each day, and I did my best to engage with
each one of them at least once during our break/recess time. Whenever students were working on
independent activities, I made my way around the room and conferred with students as a form of
informal assessment. Additionally, I observed as each student had their benchmark reading
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assessment with Mrs. Williams, and I made special note of strengths and challenges I found on
their graded work. However, I knew that it would not be enough to only know my children as
students in school; I also needed to learn who they were as people.
Towards the beginning of the year, there were many days where I would ask each of
them to bring in a favorite stuffed animal, children's book, or object that held special meaning
for them as a way for me to connect to each of them on a personal level. Furthermore, I often
found ways to integrate small facts about them --such as their names and hobbies-- into my
lessons as I began to teach, while simultaneously trying to insert small facts, anecdotes, and
jokes about myself into my instruction as well. Before long, my students and I had learned a
great deal about each other's lives, and I found that the levels of trust, comfort, and safety we felt
as a collective community became evident in our learning environment. Itwas at this time in late
August that I knew I could begin to integrate theatrically-inspired activities with my students--all
of which required a certain level of trust, as well as the willingness to take risks and explore-- as
a way to launch my research.
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Setting the Stage
Once our learning environment had obtained the necessary levels of openness, trust, and
safety, I took the initial steps towards beginning my research. First, I obtained written consent
forms from each parent granting their child permission to both partake in activities and lessons
related to my thesis research (which, in many instances, were photographed, videotaped, or
documented in some alternative way) and to answer research questions about them. Next, under
the guidance of Mrs. Williams, I developed my first AAI lesson that was enriched with
professional theatre practices: a movement activity I had experienced in a previous Butler
Theatre Acting course that explored the nature of team building through drama. After having an
initial whole-group conversation about how one could define and describe "teamwork,"
"collaboration," and "cooperation," our class was lead outside to participate in the movement
piece of the lesson. As is depicted in the photographs below (pg.12-14), students were required to
move around the designated space outside and select a partner within three seconds of being
instructed to do so. Once partners had been established, students were required to build a
"sculpture" with their bodies that expressed a given emotion (which I would designate after their
partnerships were set). Thus, like real actors, my students had to work together to create an
artistic representation oftrue-to-life feelings. However, there was an important element in this
activity: the students were not allowed to use their voices to complete their task. Furthermore,
they were not allowed to work with the same student more than three times. After experiencing
multiple rounds of this activity, our class ventured back to our room for a whole-group
discussion of what they had experienced in terms of teamwork, which ultimately culminated into
the creation of a class anchor chart of what it means to be a good partner.
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"Contemplation"
"Sorrow"
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"Frustration"
"Confusion"
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The final term we explored: "Teamwork"
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Soon after this activity, I decided to expose my students to one of my personal favorite
theatrical works by crafting a study of William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. This three-week
study took place in their differentiated reading small-groups, which meant that each day's lesson
was diversified based on that particular group's reading levels and individual writing abilities.
Although the activities in each group were varied slightly, every lesson aimed to seamlessly
incorporate artistic elements of Romeo and Juliet, and each group used this literary work --in
either its original, child-friendly, and/or visual foml-- as our mentor text. Through this study, my
students and I not only reviewed the terms antagonist and protagonist, but also explored the
importance of the actions and motives of characters in a plot. Additionally, the following fifth
grade language arts standards were woven into our study:
5.RL.l: Quote accuratelyfrom a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and
when drawing inferences FOI11 the text.
5.RL.2: Determine a theme ofa story, drama, or poem from details in the text, including
how characters in a story or drama respond to challenges or how the speaker in a poem
reflects upon a topic; summarize the text.
5.RL.3: Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or
drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., how characters interact).
5.RL.5: Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzasfits together to provide the
overall structure ofa particular story, drama, or poem.
Over the course of this study, I was overjoyed to discover that my students took a natural
interest in the play. Each morning, numerous students would ask me if we were going to learn
more about Romeo and Juliet (which always resulted in an exuberant "Yes!"), and one of my
students even chose the name "Romeo" to be his name in Spanish class. Sharing a love of Romeo
and Juliet with my students had two particularly incredible results: 1. the bond I had with my
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students continued to deepen as we shared our personal connections to and experiences with the
famous play, and 2. my students' understanding of and enthusiasm for both theatre and reading
began to deepen in an organic way. In addition, by becoming familiar with the structure of a play,
my students developed an expanded understanding of what an act and scene were in terms of
literature and theatricality.
As October days passed and Fall Break drew nearer, I set out to assess the type of
theatrical work that would be appropriate, yet challenging for my students to create and perform
based on their individual strengths and challenges. While I had already resolved to focus the
academic content of their theatrical works on fifth grade Social Studies standards, I was still
trying to decipher how much writing my students would be able to handle in this project.
Around this time, I slowly began to take over Writer's Workshop each day, which allowed me to
work more directly with my students through whole-group instruction and individual
conferences. As I familiarized myself with their unique writing styles and strengths, I discerned
that writing a full-on play or scene would be too challenging for my students based on where
they were developmentally. Furthermore, considering the speed at which we had been
progressing through our Social Studies units up to this point (which I had also begun to lead), I
predicted that we would be entering our unit on explorers in November-- the month that I would
commence my thesis project.
Hoping to stumble upon some inspiration, I spent a week at Butler's Theatre Department
with the goal of observing some of their theatre courses. During this week, I was introduced to
prize-winning director and author Michael Williams --Butler's Christel DeHaan Visiting
International Theatre Artist--, who was leading a monologue study with Butler Theatre Students.
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After observing two of his seminars in which students created and performed monologues, I
resolved to focus my thesis project on the development and performance of monologues with my
fifth graders-- a theatrical devise that would blend seamlessly with our study of explorers.
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Design for Instruction
To begin planning for this project, I set out to identify the learning objectives that would
be covered in this unit of study. Following the philosophy of arts integration, this project targeted
both academic and artistic learning standards. The following Indiana academic state standards
were points of focus:
Social Studies: 5.1.2 Examine accounts of early European explorations of North America
including major land and water routes, reasons/or exploration, and the impact the
exploration had.
Reading: 5.RN.4.2 Combine information from several texts or digital sources on the
same topic in order to demonstrate knowledge about the subject.
Writing: 5.W.3.2 Write informative compositions on a variety oftopics.
Theatre: 5.9.1 Interact with skilled actors. 5.6.2 Investigate and create characters and
plots/rom a variety 0/ resources.
Speaking and Listening: 5.SL.2.1 Engage effectively in a range ofcollaborative
discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) on grade-appropriate topics and
texts, building on others' ideas and expressing personal ideas clearly.
After designating these learning objectives, I decided to begin this project by first
providing my students with a foundational understanding of the explorers. To accomplish this,
beginning on November 10th, I dedicated three days of social studies instruction to an activity
called "Secret Explorer Groups," which was essentially a small-group intensive study on two
different explorers. For their "Secret Explorer Groups," students were randomly assigned into
heterogeneous groups of four, and were given two explorers that they had to research as a team
(but they had to keep their explorers a secret from the other groups). Using only their social
studies textbooks, they had to research what country their explorers were from, why they decided
to explore in America, why they settled where they did, and what impact(s) their explorations
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had. Answers had to be recorded in each group, and every team member had to be actively
participating. As the students were working in their teams, I would meet with each group to
review their research (both as a group and individually), and to inquire about their preferences
for explorers. I used these meetings as an informal assessment piece; in addition to serving as a
formative check-in, they helped me to further gauge each student's individual reading and
writing abilities. After spending three days on research, our class came together for a whole-
group instruction on the different land and water routes of the explorers. Each student was given
a blank map of the United States, and as we discussed the different routes, the map was colored
in and labeled with all of the land and water routes. During this lesson, students revealed which
explorers they had been assigned, and each team served as the "experts" on those explorers when
their land and water routes were mentioned.
On the following day, I implemented the next phase of my design for instruction:
providing my students with a foundational understanding of the elements of monologues. As a
way to engage my students and begin our whole-group conversation on monologues, I asked the
students to recall famous speeches in Romeo and Juliet, and to think about what it was that made
them enjoyable to the audience. What was it about them that made them memorable? What
purpose did they serve in the play? After discussing these points of inquiry, I revealed to my
students that these speeches were called monologues, which 1then defined on an anchor chart.
For the next twenty minutes of our whole-group instruction, 1created an anchor chart with my
students on the "Elements of Monologues" (depicted below), which served as a guide throughout
the course of our project.
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"Elements of Monologues"
After creating this anchor chart with my students, I had a professional Indianapolis actor,
Butler Theatre graduate Tyler Ostrander, visit our class to serve as an "expert" for my students.
In addition to taLking with my class about the importance of monologues in the professional
theatre world, Mr. Ostrander performed a monologue from Romeo and Juliet and held a Q&A
session. Many of the questions revolved around the character development and performance of a
monologue, but some children also inquired about acting as a profession. In addition to providing
my students with a real-life example of a performed monologue, Mr. Ostrander's visit served as a
way to introduce my students to the idea of working with real actors. In addition, once it was
revealed to my students that they would be writing and performing their own monologues while
collaborating with real Butler Actors, they found a deeper level of meaning and professionalism
in their task. Towards the end of this lesson, I assigned each student an explorer=which was
structured so that 2-3 students would be writing about each explorer-- and I provided each
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student with a copy of the rubric I would be using to grade their monologues. (*Note: these
rubrics can be found in the Data section of this thesis.) I concluded this lesson by briefly
discussing each point of the rubric, and answering any final questions that the students had.
After reflecting on the observations I had made during my previous lessons on explorers
and monologues, I decided to incorporate some additional instructional support for my students
in my overall project design. For one thing, after reviewing the individual research that each
student had completed in their small groups, I decided to provide each child with an outside
resource-van article on their specific explorer-- based on their individual reading levels and
explorers. These articles served two purposes: they were an additional reference for historical
facts to be used in conjunction with their research, as well as an artistic example of how to write
creatively about the explorers. In addition to these articles, 1decided to provide my students with
two additional resources to help guide and support them in their writing: I. a concrete example
of an explorer monologue, and 2. a structured graphic organizer based on our anchor chart and
rubric. (*Note: both my example monologue and graphic organizer can be found in the Data
section of this thesis.) As a way to introduce all of these new resources to my students, I
conducted a fifteen minute mini-lesson in which 1displayed my example monologue-- a piece I
had written myself on Sacagawea-- on the overhead, and our class went through and highlighted
the parts that satisfied the requirements on the rubric. Furthermore, after going through this
monologue all together, 1displayed the graphic organizer on the overhead and modeled how each
part of the monologue could be broken down into the graphic organizer. As a way to conclude
the mini-lesson, I performed my monologue for my students and modeled how one could play
with the different emotions of a character. Furthermore, I provided each student with a copy of
21
my monologue, a blank copy of the graphic organizer, and their individual articles on their
explorers.
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Creation and Collaboration
Prior to the day of our "Butler Actor" visit, I contacted the students of Butler's Theatre
Department in search of volunteers who might be interested in working with my students.
Although many theatre students expressed interest, only four had the freedom in their schedules
to come to Wallace on the necessary date. These students ranged in age (19-21), and represented
the Sophomore, Junior, and Senior classes in the theatre department. In preparation for the
collaboration lesson, the Butler Actors were given a brief summary of the work that had been
conducted in my class thus far, and I provided each actor with a digital "explorer cheat sheet" to
help them keep historical facts in order. Furthermore, each actor was given a digital copy of the
rubric I would be using to grade the monologues, and they were each asked to sign a consent
form stating a. the nature and duration of procedures and b. potential risks and benefits of
partaking in the lesson.
On November 21 st, the day of our collaboration lesson (pictured below), my students
were assigned into small groups around the room based on their individual writing abilities and
needs. Each student had his/her copies of the rubric, his/her explorer article and research, his/her
graphic organizer, and yellow paper to write the monologue on. When the Butler Actors arrived,
they were given hard copies of the "explorer cheat sheet" and rubric, and I assigned each of them
a small-group to be their starting point. The expectation for the students was that they would
write their monologues on the yellow paper, and the expectation for the Butler Actors was that
they would discuss the contents of the students' monologues with them (both academic and
artistic), and offer possible suggestions for their performances. The lesson was an hour long, and
each actor spent a total of fifteen minutes with each small group. At the end of each fifteen
23
minute time period, I alerted each group that it was time to rotate. While the students were
collaborating with the Butler Actors to write their monologues, I assessed the students through
individual conferences with the fifth graders, individual conferences with the Butler Actors, and
informal observations of each group. As the lesson drew to a close, each Butler Actor was given
a set of reflection questions to answer about their personal experiences, and the remaining few
students who had yet to finish their monologues were asked to complete them for homework.
24
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Performance and Reflection
On November 25th, each student came to school prepared to perf 01111 his/her monologue
for the whole class. As students entered the room, they were given a guided note-taking packet
that would aid them in recording important facts on the explorers. To begin my instruction, a
brief whole-group conversation was held in which our class discussed and identified the
behaviors of good audiences and good performers. During this conversation, I made my
expectations for the students clear in terms of active listening and recording, and we solidified
the time limit that we had to cycle through the performances (roughly an hour and a half).
As a way to structure these performances, the following procedures were put into place:
to establish a fair order, I drew the names of students out of a bucket. When a student's name was
called, he/she had to come to the front of the room, pose as his/her explorer for a photograph
(examples of which can be seen below), state the name of the explorer he/she would be
portraying, wait for my signal (a sign that Ihad started videotaping), and begin to perf 01111 the
monologue. After a student had performed his/her monologue, each table group would have
approximately two minutes to collaborate and add information on that explorer to their guided
note-taking packets.
When all of the performances were finished, each student was given a set of four
reflection questions that inquired about their overall experiences with this project. (*Note: these
reflection questions and answered can be found in the Student Data section of this thesis.) As
they pondered these questions and recorded their answers, I went around the room and checked
each of their explorer packets for accuracy and completion. At the end of the lesson, each student
26
turned in their written monologue and rubric to be graded, and all of the reflection questions
were collected.
27
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Student Data
Table of Contents
In this section, the documentation listed below can be found in the following order:
1. Example Monologue and Graphic Organizer on Sacagawea
2. Graphic Organizer for Monologues
3. Rubric for Monologues
4. Student Monologues
5. Student Rubrics
6. Student Reflections
7. Butler Actor Reflections
8. Fifth Grade Teacher Reflections
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Sacagawea Monologue
I cannot believe this-- Lewis still won't go out on a date with me! I left my
Shoshone people in the Great Basin region for him! I traveled thousands of
miles through blistering heat and bitter cold for him! I talked my way
through countless violent Indian tribes for him! And still, nothing? You know,
my people told me that if I went on this journey with Lewis and Clark, I
would go down in history as a famous interpreter and guide. I was told by
my friends that I would be a role model for women. I was told that my face
would be printed on money! Nowhere down the line did anyone ever tell me
that I would be shot down by some guy with a ridiculous hat and a bad
sense of direction. I just don't understand! How could Lewis not want to
date me? Because of me, we can all see how this country has doubled in
size. I'm the reason Lewis and Clark were able to find the Pacific Ocean.
And thanks to me, those two are going to be famous for exploring the
western territory! They wouldn't have lasted a week out here without me!
Ugh, men. I wonder if Clark is seeing anybody.
1
I.
Monologue Graphic Organizer
Character: St/i.G; c;c; ~-c.
(j
1. What is happening in this scene with my character?
/"/ 5"i; "(j c;cA_" IS {h,\.;k"0 c, LDc} -tk +" c. -I
r
' / Le\.. \ 1,'1\ 1 - L c;p ().,~, c; r,J t;,12 \ '1] r-r.. 1" ,, I ( _./I I. vv-YJ t7 l. ,I ~-~ '-" ~
" .F~ '.~ • ' < i\."', \! ()r - ~/"Pj
2. What is my "ef\gaging" opening sentence?
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~ Ce, ViV"J + bQ _('\y,:S ._- ~el_)\ J
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3. What country is my explorer from?
5~_} h Ov,(l -)vi' be \~.}l-e /::.~II~L_ .:-/'r-: ..~~} ; '," \.-_
._'
4. Why did my character go on his exploration?
\- IJI \'."5lre_ \.IJE,,~,' i (}r\ ,fZ._ 0.{ '. ~;.{c. j.. \)t.-,
I
\
i
\\ -1~(,'r <. 0 (e.c,,~ - i>: /, ~~~, d'{h~~J
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~6. How does my character feel in this scene? Why?
~ ..
I,
i -7 J.,/ '(L/....., rj
5. What impact did my character's exploration have?
7. What is my "engaging" closing sentence?
"f./\ \/\ \ __~
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Monologue Graphic Organizer
Character: _
1. What is happenirlQ in this scene with my character?
2. What is my "ef\gaging" opening sentence?
3. What country is my explorer from?
4. Why did my character go on his exploration?
5. What impact did my character's exploration have?
6. How does my character feel in this scene? Why?
7. What is my "engaging" closing sentence?
Your monologue must include:
An engaging opening and
closing sentence
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
12
-Why they went on their exploration
12
-The impact their exploration had.
12
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels
12 points
16 points
12 points
Is written in first person
Conventions of writing (grammar,
punctuation, title (character's
name), spelling, etc.}
12 points
12 points
Total Points:
Comments:
114 points
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Your monologue must include:
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
'd..!2
-Why they went on their exploration
d.I2
-The impact their exploration had.
';)./2
Conventions of writing (grammar,
punctuation, title (character's
name), sRelllng, etc.)
An engaging opening and
closing sentence
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels
Is written in first person
Total Points:
';J 12 points
~/6 points
l/2 points
7;./2 points
f 12 points
/3/14 points
Comments:
l lo~
~lO~~,
-he- ~~'PIA VflAhve__ ,'" fkJ'
U;\\<'c;." ~ ~ +- JOU
-
Your monologue must include:
An engaging opening and
closing sentence
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
;).12
-Why they went on their exploration
';)..12
-The impact their exploration had.
d,.12
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels
'J/2 points
0/6 points
d/2 points
Is written in first person
Conventions of writing (grammar,
punctuation, title (character's
name), ~ellin~ etc.)
;) /2 points
6/2 points
Total Points:
Comments:
\~ /14 points
6J \-oW ~7)(lAd ';r-r
~~c.eJ ~~~, ~(.
Your monologue must include:
An engaging opening and
closing sentence
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
;)12
-Why they went on their exploration
;)..412
-The impact their exploration had.
~Jl2
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels
Is written in first person
Conventions of writing (grarnrna,r,
e_unctuation, title (character's
name), sg~lIing, etc.)
Total Points:
dJ2 points
6'/6 points
;»2 points
;).12 points
012 points
f!l14 points
Your monologue must include:
An engaging opening and
closing sentence
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
~/2
-Why they went on their exploration
'J./2
-The impact their exploration had.
';)./2
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels
';</2points
6/6 points
;)/2 points
Is written in first person
Conventions of writing (grammar,
punctuation, title (character's
name), spelling, etc.)
'J12 points
;),/2 points
Total Points:
1lf14 points
- -
Your monologue must include:
An engaging opening and
closing sentence
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
d..12
-Why they went on their exploration
';)./2
-The impact their exploration had.
~/2
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels
~ /2 points
6/6 points
.) /2 points
Is written in first person
Conventions of writing (grammar,
punctuatiQn, title (character's -
name), speJ1iJ:lg,etc.)
dJ./2points
r /2 points
Total Points:
Comments:
1.914 points
-Your monologue must include:
Conventions of writing (grammar,
punctuation, title (character's
name), spelling, etc.)
:)/2 points
Is written in first person
';)./2points
An engaging opening and
closing sentence
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
d.12
-Why they went on their exploration
;)../2
-The impact their exploration had.
~/2
ro/6 points
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels ~/2 points
;) /2 points
Total Points:
I~/14 points
-Your monologue must include:
An engaging opening and
closing sentence
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
dJ2
-Why they went on their exploration
';)./2
-The impact their exploration had.;;;2
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels
'J. /2 points
6/6 points
':2/2points
Is written in first person
Conventions of writing (grammar,
punctuation, title (character's
name), spelling, etc.}
q /2 points
d/2 points
Total Points:
\~14 points
Comments:
:I- 1oyQ__ k ~i'<J'" ~ u\"ok ~ b(l"j Jo 1\J
~V\~N! k+ J\o~ 1,
-
fVCA
Your monologue must include:
An engaging opening and
closing sentence
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
~/2
-Why they went on their exploration
f)./2
-The impact their exploration had.
~/2
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels
2/2 points
bl6 points
dl2 points
Is written in first person
Conventions of writing (grammar,
~, title (character's
name), spelling, etc.)
d 12 points
, 12 points
Total Points:
EJ14 points
Comments:
~Z3 i.5 '1 ~ VvIovv 107Jv4- lEv", \ r_ \o..-Q__.}k_ €AM<>h",
.~ bto~lA_} ~ ~l~) ~(~Jrl.
Your monologue must include:
Conventions of writing (grammar,
punctuation, title (character's
name),,.spelling, etc.)
112 points
Is written in first person
:J/2 points
An engaging opening and
closing sentence
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
{)12
-Why they went on their exploration
;).12
-The impact their exploration had.
')../2
'~/6 points
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels dJ2 points
;)/2 points
Total Points:
)3/14 points
Comments:
1- love_
M ~ZS
{k ~: \ ~VJ ~~~ .'yp'--. ~v{_
V\tw\0~w) ~ + ~()6)V\~'" ll,
Your monologue must include:
Conventions of writing (9..@!!!.!Jler,
p_!!D.C.1u.atiGn,title (character's
name), ~elling, etc.)
0/2 points
An engaging opening and
closing sentence J../2 points
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
:J. 12
-Why they went on their exploration
;}/2
-The impact their exploration had.
d.. 12
~/6 points
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels "1../2 points
Is written in first person
-;)12 points
Total Points:
P/14 points
-
Your monologue must include:
An engaging opening and
closing sentence
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
d_12
-Why they went on their exploration
'"";)j2
-The impact their exploration had.
;)_12
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels
;)../2points
0/6 points
;)/2 points
Is written in first person
Conventions of writing (grammar,
punctuation, title (character's
name), spelling, etc.)
-:)/2 points
J/2 points
Total Points:
1L{/14 points
Comments:
(;0wVtCl j)'o1,g/bok! l !0vQ 1k ewJllh I~
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Your monologue must include:
An engaging opening and
closing sentence
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
;)./2
-Why they went on their exploration
::J. /2
-The impact their exploration had.
;)/2
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels
Is written in first person
(~~) ~f Jo k W{..~ lAS
4-wo ~fle_ M-fW ~ I)
Conventions of writing (grammar,
punctuation, title (character's
name), spelling, etc.)
d.../2 points
10/6 points
Q/2 points
1/2 points
f /2 points
Total Points:
1d /14 points
Comments:
1- love ~w "l'" ~'ckJ -+0 O~ Yf>w VV\r>V\j ~ k
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Your monologue must include:
An engaging opening and
closing sentence
Teaches the audience:
-What country your explorer is from.
:;'/2
-Why they went on their exploration
'dJ2
-The impact their exploration had.
:;"/2
Clearly indicates how the
explorer feels
d.12 points
6 16 points
J 12 points
Is written in first person
Conventions of writing (grammar,
punctuation, title (character's
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Reflection Questions: Students
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4. Is there anything else that you want to tell me about what you thought about this
learning experience?
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Reflection Questions: Butler Actors
1. What did you perceive was the impact of working with the fifth grade students on this
learning experience?
It helped take their work in the classroom one step closer to real-world application, which seems pretty
rare in an elementary school setting. By working with real theatre students/professionals, they had the
chance to see where they could be if they chose to pursue theatre.
Also, by learning about explorers through the creation of monologues, students were able to make
something that happened almost 500 years ago personal and relatable, which I imagine increased the
amount of information they were able to retain on the topic.
2. Name three things that you liked about collaborating with the students on their
monologues.
First, I enjoyed their enthusiasm. Their eagerness to learn and listen to ideas or advice quickly dissolved
any apprehension I experienced coming into the situation.
Second, I liked the small-group environment. It made me feel like I was able to give each of them
attention versus glossing over the people who had it down and focus only on students who were
confused.
Third, I liked the variety of explorers they were studying! To be honest, I learned some things too. I
wasn't familiar with everybody they were studying.
3. Is there something that you didn't like? If so, what was it?
Not that it could really be helped, because I know how elementary school goes, but I wish we had more
time with them!
4. Is there anything else that you want to tell me about what you thought about this
experience?
Keep doing you. This rocked. I wish I could have gone to Wallace as a kid.
First Name:_Brendan
Reflection Questions: Butler Actors
1. What d'd . .learnin I you perceive was the Impact of working with the fifth grade students on this
g experience?
Ibelieve thatWe helped hwe have generated excitement and increased interest in the the wonderful world of theatre
t e students b . t b . If'presented '. y JUs elng examp es 0 a greater understanding of the materials that they were
going fo with In the project, and Ithink that we provided an experience that the kids will remember
rward.
2. Name three thi . . .monol ree thinqs that you lIked about collaboratIng with the students on their
ogues.
Ienjoyed .creativit generating and providing some feedback on their ideas, because Iwas blown away with their
are pr y. I liked that we got to talk to all the students and learn about their thoughts and ideas. Ifeel that
esence was a fun and positive motivator for facilitating learning.
3. Is the . .re something that you didn't like? If so, what was It?
If the
re Was . . h' . id bl .
ever h . one aspect that i did not enjoy was the constraint of lime, but t at IS Just unaVOI a e In an
their ~d::glng educational environment Ihonestly wanted to hangout with the kids and hear more of
s.
4. Is th .exp . ere anything else that you want to tell me about what you thought about this
enence?
Ihadeduc an overall positive experience and Ithink the kids did as well. Your a great teacher and Iwant you to
ate my fIlOVed uture babies!You your classroom e . b th kids had 50 much love for the learning and respect for
as th nViionment, ecause e . . d ithe Ie e teacher, it made me smile. They had a spark for leaming and creatiVity that was expresse In
arnlng.
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Reflection Questions: Butler Actors
1, What did 'learn' you perceive was the impact of working with the fifth grade students on this
Ing experience?
I believe w k'fully u d or Ing one on one with the students gave them the personalized attention they needed to
history" erstand the process of writing a monologue. Ialso believe using monologues as a way to teach
ISan am ' ,,'explorer azinq tool. Each student was able to learn In depth matenal about each of his or her
hi"'self s. ByWilting a monologue they were required to think of what situations each explorer may find
into th In and what he would think and in each of those situations, this allowed the students to get a peek
e reasons why each explorer explored that specific area,
2. ~ame three things that you liked about collaborating with the students on their
onologues,
a, Hearing h ' h h i hei di id I"'ade u . eac student's specific idea about what the explorer was gOing t roug In t err In IVIua
b p Circumstances,, Watchin d I ' t life'c. s' g some of the students see their own monologues an exp orers come a rre .
sa", eelng the inventive ways that the arts were being used to teach several different subjects at the
e time
3, Is th 'ere something that you didn't like? If so, what was It?
Th\Vh:~nly thing Ididn't like was that we did not get more time with them. Ithink we could have spent the
e day with them,
:~pISthere anything else that you want to tell me about what you thought about this
enence?
Th'
IS Was an .' . GREATJOB RACHEU'
extremely fun experience, Iwish Icould do It again, '
First Name: Laura
Reflection Questions: Butler Actors
1. What did you perceive was the impact of working with the fifth grade students on this
learning experience?
They definitely seemed to look up to us as if we were experts on the topic. Some students seemed to
have a better idea about how to write a monologue than I did and others needed more guidance. I feel
like I was more helpful to the latter group of students.
2. Name three things that you liked about collaborating with the students on their
monologues.
-Seeing the creative ideas that some of the students came up with.
-The students' obvious enthusiasm for the project.
-Seeing certain students make connections and get excited about what they had come up with.
3. Is there something that you didn't like? If so, what was it?
In the first group that I worked with, the students weren't very far in their planning process and I found it
harder to help those kids who didn't already have a basic idea. Those with better developed ideas were
easier to help.
4. Is there anything else that you want to tell me about what you thought about this
experience?
It was so interesting and refreshing to see students getting excited about and using the arts to learn
traditional material.
Reflection Questions: Teachers
1. What did you perceive was the impact of working with Butler Theatre students on this
learning experience (both Tyler and the Butler Actors)?
It allowed them to hear examples of monologues.
2. Name three things that you liked about teaching about explorers using monologues.
It gave the children a specific purpose as they were researching their assigned
explorer.
Art standards were incorporated in the unit.
3. Is there something that you didn't like? If so, what was it?
The unit needs lessons on perspective and point of view to help the children
understand the elements of a monologue.
Too much time and energy was focused on researching the person. Students did
not stay on task (better, balanced time management)
Task was not differentiated. Every student did the same exact layout.
4. Is there anything else that you want to tell me about what you thought about this
learning experience?
-
Analysis
Why It Matters
Throughout the duration of this project, my instruction and objectives were based on my
desire for my students to construct and demonstrate an understanding of explorers through the
theatrical medium of monologues. In terms of overall student learning, I was stunned to see the
effects that this artistic approach and general experience had on their deeper levels of
understanding and creativity. Rather than merely memorizing facts, my students developed
personal connections to the explorers that they were studying. Through costumes, face paintings,
accents, and enthusiasm, the explorers were brought to life in the eyes of our class. As the
students developed their stories with their peers and the Butler Actors, they began to pull
elements of themselves --their emotions, imaginations, thoughts, and curiosities-- into their
work, which vastly expanded their attitudes and levels of engagement.
In regards to the collaborative element of my thesis, this project showed me the immense
impact that professional collaboration can have on the learning experiences of my students. After
speaking with a professional during our first lesson on monologues, the level of meaning behind
this explorer study greatly deepened. My students felt a renewed sense of purpose in their work;
a feeling that what they were doing was important. Similarly, working with the Butler Actors to
write and perform the explorer monologues also inspired a unique sense of meaning. In
collaborating with the Butler Actors, my students expanded their thinking both academically and
artistically; being viewed as "co-creators" and fellow artists opened them to new possibilities,
and rejuvenated their interest in capturing the significance of their characters.
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In terms of professional teaching practices, this project gave me the unique opportunity to
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Implement an arts integration approach in an environment that fully supports it. However, that is
not to say that a project such as this could not be done in an altemative school environment. In
fact, a teacher in any building can implement this type of learning experience in his/her
classroom. Basic theatrical practices and terminology can be easily explained and experienced
(should the theatrical route be desired), and countless mediums of art can be integrated into any
aspect of a curriculum. While the collaborative component can be slightly trickier to navigate, it
is important to note that "experts" on subjects --whether artistic or academic+ are not exclusively
akin to being college students or local celebrities. Professionals can be found in every corner of
one's community; one merely has to reach out and contact local organizations, programs,
businesses, or even families to find them. Furthemlore, a project such as this can either be
expanded or retracted to suit an educator's specific academic goals. It can be carried out over the
COurse of one week, or stretched out over a long period of time; there is no required time frame,
which allows for immense flexibility. Additionally, this type of project can be integrated into
additional parts of the curriculum as well-- not just social studies and writing. One could easily
InCorporate aspects of this theatrical explorer study into reading lessons, math lessons, or even
science lessons. With its duel focus in academic and artistic standards, the possibilities for this
project are truly endless.
Looking back, if r were to do this project again with future classes, there are a few
adjustments that I would implement. For one thing, I would make sure to differentiate the initial
" Iexp orer research" small groups, as opposed to randomly assigning the groups. In doing this, 1
would hope to create a balance of differing personalities and reading levels in each group, which
would further support my students as they are building their foundational understanding of the
explorers. In addition, I would attempt to find the financial means to provide my students with a
field trip to a local theatre institution --such as the Indianapolis Reparatory Theatre-- to witness a
theatrical production first-hand. With this trip, my goal would be to not only enhance their
general artistic experience, but also further establish their personal and professional connections
to the artistic manner in which they were learning. Finally, I would do my best to integrate the
academic content of this project into additional parts of the curriculum, such as by designing
science experiences around the design of sixteenth century ships, featuring the names and
dilemmas of different explorers in mathematical story problems, or adding some type of novel
study that relates to the themes of adventure, exploration, and discovery. By integrating this
project across the curriculum, it would be my goal to support my students' abilities to connect
their learning through multiple disciplines, which I believe makes it all the more powerful.
In today's schools, the typical approach to arts integration is the teaching artist model.
Although I can appreciate this model's attempt to expose students to the arts, it does very little in
terms of student involvement. With its collaborative nature, professional elements, and duel
focus on academic and artistic purposes, my thesis takes an entirely new approach to arts
integration. A model such as the one I have developed and implemented has the potential to not
only change the modern perspective ofAAI, but also influence the advancement ofAAI as an
educational field. That being said, it is my hope to contribute the findings of this thesis to the
current amount of available data. Teaching is an art, and it is time for educators to come together
to create a masterpiece.
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